“Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire”
SOARING SPEECH WRITING - HEATHER

Image of Blind Willie Johnson. In the public domain.
FROM RINGS TO CIRCLES....
NON-HIERARCHICAL GROUPS
PARTICIPANT DESIGNED AND LED

“I felt that each year the topics to be discussed or focussed upon were tailormade for the members of the group”
ALeIGNMENT WITH OUR INSTITUTION’S TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGY

PAE MANAAKI

Manaaki references humility, respect, generosity, pastoral care and the support of others.

https://sites.massey.ac.nz/paerangi/
A SAFE PLACE TO BE AUTHENTIC
OUTCOMES

Reflexivity
Resources
Resilience
Rest
Reassurance
Relationships
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When deep friendships develop, people can do great and interesting things.